
Process Instruments (UK) Ltd. (or "Pi") is a global supplier, providing instrument solutions since 1998. With offices, a

laboratory and new manufacturing facilities in Burnley (UK), Pi has a growing reputation for innovation with customers in over

50 countries, across 6 continents. A major part of Pi's business is through Private Label/OEM agreements, so the name

'Process Instruments' is not as widely known as those of many of our competitors. Instead of focusing on building a brand

name we instead aim to provide our customers with the most reliable, flexible, and arguably the best water quality analysers

on the market.

Recognising that no two applications are the same,

Pi develops solutions to meet customer requirements

and remains committed to product development and

improving customer relations by delivering

invaluable onsite support, excellent customer

service, knowledge and expertise. Pi has been

awarded the ISO 9001:2015 quality certification, the

ISO 14001:2015 environmental certification and the

BS OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health and

Safety Management Systems certification, and has

achieved growth on average of >15% per year since

the launch of its products. Pi has continued to invest

heavily in Research & Development (accounting for

30% of overhead) so can be relied upon to always

deliver the most technologically advanced systems

on the market.

Many of the innovations brought to market by Pi are

the result of years of collaboration with educational

institutions such as The University of Manchester,

The University of Lancaster and The University of

Warwick. This continual product development has

also led to Pi winning numerous awards over the

years including the International Achievement and

Editor's Choice Award at the Red Rose Awards, the

Technology Award at the Lancashire Telegraph

Business Awards, and, the Innovation Award at the

Burnley Business Awards 2015. Pi was also regional

winner of the Achievement in International Business

at the British Chamber of Commerce Awards and has

won the O2 Award for Innovation through

Technology, a DTi SMART Award and was recipient of

a DTi grant for Research & Development (NWDA).

Most recently Pi has been awarded two Innovate UK

Grants from the UK's Technology Strategy Board and

the Engineering Award at the Red Rose Awards

2017.

Although these awards are a good sign that Pi

produces excellent products there is no better

indicator of the quality of our analysers than the continued support of our customers. In fact, our customers are so varied and

widespread throughout the world that many millions of people will already be benefitting from our expertise without ever

knowing anything about it.

www.processinstruments.co.uk
http://www.processinstruments.co.uk/company/about-us/
https://twitter.com/Pi_Process
https://www.linkedin.com/company/process-instruments-pi
https://plus.google.com/+ProcessInstrumentsNet/posts
https://www.facebook.com/pi.process.instruments


– Pi's instrumentation is used and trusted in multiple

nuclear power stations across the UK (and the world) to monitor

cooling water properties to ensure safe and continued operation.

– Pi's instrumentation is installed in most water

suppliers in the UK and many around the world. Pi's equipment alone

is responsible for maintaining correct water chlorination in the entire

Northern Ireland Water network, over 330 analysers are installed

(although not Pi branded), which is possibly the world's single largest

chlorine analyser order ever placed.

– Pi's analysers are relied upon by a large range of

food and drink manufacturers including but not limited to; Carlsberg,

Cadbury's, Nestle, Heinz, Heineken, Magners, Bulmers and Burger

King.

– Many swimming pools across the UK have Pi analysers

controlling the Chlorine and pH levels resulting in a far more enjoyable

swimming experience: again very few actually carry the 'Pi' name.

It is not just companies that have taken advantage of our experience

in water analysis instrumentation; governments and the environment

have also benefited. Pi has worked alongside the Turkish Ministry of

Environment to develop exclusive new products, based around Pi's

existing technology, used in water effluent outfalls across Turkey.

Ever growing, ever adapting, ever improving.

With numerous product developments continually in the pipeline it is safe to say that Pi will always be leading the market, you

just might not know it's us!

If you have a water monitoring/control application, give us a ring at , or send us an email to

sales@processinstruments.net and challenge us to solve it for you.
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